
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Dear Planning Committee delegates,  

 

Our names are Tara Rezvan and Roble Osoble, and we are so excited to welcome you to the                  

planning committee for the first ever Model City Hall (MCH) conference in Hamilton!  

 

I, Tara Rezvan, am a grade 11 student at Ancaster High School. I have resided in                

Ancaster my whole life and am proud to be a Hamiltonian. I have always had an interest in                  

community service and development and recently took my passion to the next level as I               

travelled to New York City to visit the United Nations headquarters and participate in the               

‘Youth Takeover’ conference. I am excited to come back and share my passion for municipal               

development and politics with my fellow high school students! 

 

I, Roble Osoble, am a first year Social Sciences student at McMaster University. I               

have experience in volunteering and had been a judge for a mock trial. I have lived on the                  

Hamilton Mountain for all my life, and have seen Hamilton change over the years. This year I                 

wanted to explore change by spreading my eagerness for learning with youth in Hamilton              

through Model City Hall. I love to travel and I enjoy talking about global politics. This is my first                   

time formally chairing for a conference, but I look forward to working with everyone and               

sharing the experience! We will be chairing this action packed committee. The Planning             

committee manages many things, but one which has a huge affect on all Hamilton residents               

and the infrastructure in general is transportation. 
 

Transportation is a huge part of living in Hamilton from Go-buses, Go-trains to the              

HSR. Thousands of Hamiltonians use public transportation as a means to get to work and               

school alike. The most prevalent topics of transportation in Hamilton are the LRT and HSR.               

For starters, the LRT (Light Rail Transit) is a major project running across Hamilton affecting               

each and every Hamiltonian differently, itself generating controversy from its economic           

benefits, ownership, and congestion; the LRT is a hotly debated topic for Hamilton’s future.              

The HSR (Hamilton Street Rail), on the other hand, has one major mandate: to be accessible                

to ALL Hamiltonians. But is it really? We want to hear your ideas on how we can innovate the                   

current bussing system to reach all Hamiltonians. By the end of your time in this committee,                

we hope to have a solutions to address the major need for public transit to assist                

Hamiltonians in their everyday transporting.  

 

We just want to take a moment to remind you that people may have various opinions,                

as we are discussing controversial topics. But there is beauty in our differences, and part of                

reaching the strongest, most feasible solution for the city of Hamilton, requires everyone to              

listen to one another. Because at the end of the day, we are all here to work towards the                   

same goal, making Hamilton  

a sustainable community! So, we encourage you to speak up, and help us in creating a                

space where everyone's ideas are heard.  

 

We look forward to hearing your opinions, 

Tara Rezvan and Roble Osoble  

 

Topic 1: LRT 



 
 
 

 

The Hamilton Light Rail Transit (LRT) is a major transportation project in the city of               

Hamilton and is funded by the Provincial government. The LRT itself covers over 14              

kilometers between McMaster University and Eastgate, running 17 stops. The project itself            

will cost one billion dollars. However, the province can only use the funds on the LRT or BRT                  

(Bus Rapid Transit) running along the B-Line and A-Line buses. Last year, city council              

approved the design plans for the LRT but it is still a debatable topic riddled with controversy.                 

Public debate around the project has been around how successful the LRT really would be.               

In addition, how will homeowners and businesses be affected around the lines location             

brought up in the General Issues Committee. However, when it comes to ownership of the               

LRT, there has been fierce debate between actors like metrolinx and the HSR (Hamilton.ca,              

2018). 

 

Problems with the LRT have been focused around its location, ownership, and if it will benefit 

Hamilton. 

 

The concept of the LRT emerged in June 2007, when the Provincial government             

launched a plan to build transit across the GTA (Greater Toronto Area) and Hamilton Area at                

the cost of $17 billion. At the time, the BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) was considered the go-to                 

option when upgrading transportation in the city of Hamilton as it was considered a cheaper               

resolution. In 2008, the city began considering the LRT as a viable option, encouraging city               

staff to work with Metrolinx to begin planning the project itself. In February 2010, Metrolinx               

released a rapid transit benefits case analysis which listed the benefits and costs of the LRT                

project; concluding it would be expensive but provide economic, environmental, social and            

user benefits (McGreal, 2011). From 2010 to 2017, the LRT was reviewed by several              

committees and several factors were debated. 

One prominent area of LRT debate concerns ownership and administration; it was            

confirmed last year that the LRT would not be run by the HSR (CBC, 2018). However, the city                  

insists that Metrolinx will obey local fair wage policies represented by an existing HSR union;               

refer to Special General Issues Committee December 18, 2017 (Dongen, 2017). Additionally,            

regarding location and its effect on house owners and businesses, the General Issues             

Committee on April 19, 2017 had public hearings about the topic, days before the city voted                

on the LRT design plans. Questions in the hearing presented were about congestion along              

the lane and benefits or disadvantages regarding the investment (Mann, 2017).  

Overall, the reason why the LRT is still considered an important and debated topic is               

because of diverse factors affecting different wards in Hamilton. Furthermore, the project is             

clear at outlining its goals and benefits but debate around its benefits still exists. The LRT                

itself is fully funded and budgeted, although slight opposition still exists.  

To conclude, Hamilton’s LRT is underway and will cover 17 stops between McMaster             

University and Eastgate: from it originating in 2007 when the province decided to invest into               

transportation, and a full plan developed in 2010. From 2010 to 2017, the LRT has been                

analyzed by several different committees and delayed. However, 2017 marks changes in the             

LRT’s development from clear opinions provided during the General Issues Committee and            

solutions regarding administration and ownership. Yet, the diversity of opinions during the            



 
 
 

General Issues Committee reaffirmed there was still slight opposition and issues revolving its             

location. Presently, the topic of the LRT lies dormant. Nevertheless, as the municipal election              

comes up, the LRT will be pushed to the forefront (Kelly, 2018).  

 

Questions to consider would be:  

● Are the concerns brought up during the General Issues Committee on April 19, 2017 

valid or not? 

● Is the resolution during the Special General Issues Committee December 18, 2017 a 

good solution or not to administration and ownership?  

● How are specific wards in Hamilton affected by the LRT? 

● Do the benefits outweigh the costs of the LRT?  

● Would it be a good idea for Hamilton to opt out of the LRT, and if so is there an 

alternative?  
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Topic 2: HSR 

 

As Hamilton continues to be the City In Motion, it is important to consider implementing a                

plethora of modes of transportation. The HSR (Hamilton Street Rail) continues to serve over              

21 million passengers per year, along with 7% of the City’s population using the HSR               

everyday. As Hamiltonians are becoming more environmentally aware, the HSR has been            

proven to reduce pollution normally emitted by car engines. To accommodate for this             

increase of usage, HSR surely has room for improvement. For example, decreasing time             

taken on transfers, increases/decreases in fares, adding more stations to make the HSR             

more accessible throughout greater Hamilton municipalities. These improvements can         

ensure this system’s constant innovation, as society is constantly growing and changing. In             

the long-term, as future Hamilton leaders, we must figure out how to effectively innovate this               

mode of transportation before it becomes outdated.  

 

Your Task: Innovating Hamilton’s current public transit to successfully meet the needs of 

Hamiltonians. 

 

History  

The Hamilton Street Rail System was adopted in 1874. Times were clearly different in              

Hamilton over 140 years ago, and as societal norms changed, many features of the HSR               

adapted to create more cohesion. The original system was inspired by the city of Toronto               

and Buffalo, and consisted of a horse, driver, and cart. This system was successfully used               

with minimal innovation until July of 1892, which marked the day the HSR officially sold all                

their horses and showcased their commitment to the modernized switch to driven trolley             

cars. The transition to using busses for transport was a lengthy one. 1926 was when the first                 

busses were put to use, and 1951 is when the HSR system made their most recent innovative                 

change regarding physical transportation, as they officially abandoned all old trolleys. 

 

Past Documents 

2008 was the last time the city conducted a survey to follow up with the progress in HSR                  

systems, fulfilling their commitments set by the amalgamated transit union. Findings were            

converted into a report titled “Hamilton Street Railway Operational Review.” Stakeholders’           

opinions generally concluded that the HSR is a well-run service, and there are very few               

fundamental flaws. Nevertheless, it is time to look into expanding services. Another            

innovation idea found from this survey was that every hamiltonian resident benefits from             

HSR in one way or another, and therefore everyone should be paying their share. Another               

key finding included expectations of the HSR system, municipally, provincially, and federally.            

These expectations are a result of goals set by each level of government. Municipally, the city                

of Hamilton is expecting transit usage rates to double to 100 rides per person per year by                 

2020. Provincially, Hamilton has been identified as an area of growth for residence. In              

addition, the provincial government has set a target to reduce gas emissions by 80%. On a                

national scale, the federal government has claimed to invest billions of dollars in             

infrastructure, but only to reward communities with comprehensive strategies and tactics.           

So, we need to plan for an effective system, where we can meet these expectations and                

reach these goals!  

 



 
 
 

What is the problem with the current HSR systems? 

Hamilton is growing in population numbers exponentially. With it being home to McMaster             

University, some of the biggest Steel companies in Canada, and a hot spot for business and                

entrepreneurship, its proximity to Toronto, it has become home to many new Hamiltonians.             

And, with car and gas prices increasing, and social awareness around environmentalism            

growing, public transit has become a preferred means of transport for many.  

More specifically, there have been some issues with the HSR and dealing with             

overworked employees, bus cancellations, the implementation of bus cameras to stop           

ill-behaviour and better training to decrease the amount of crashes and “no-show” buses.             

From the employee standpoint, there have also been complaints due to less breaks in              

between routes, longer hours and wage decreases. Citizens are also complaining because            

some stops are being removed that are necessary but cost a lot of money to run. Through                 

the debate, your job is to find a way to make the HSR accessible and fair to every person                   

involved, from the drivers to the riders. Should bus fares increase to provide more efficient               

travel time? Are current bus routes reaching out to smaller municipalities of Hamilton? If not,               

how can the city plan to fulfill that accessibility? There are various problems which have not                

yet been solved, but you must figure out how to delegate tax money in order to make the                  

HSR the best system it can be. 

 

 

To conclude, improving The City of Hamilton HSR system is vital in the overall prospering of 

this city.  
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